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Dear Friends,

It is the Christmas season. Our hearts and minds are drawn to that glorious night in Bethlehem a little over 2000 years
ago. Man sat in darkness and hopelessness, sold into eternal damnation.  When Jesus entered the world by his virgin
birth, light came into the world. Mat 4:16 “The people which sat in darkness saw great light; and to them which sat in the
region and shadow of death light is sprung up.” The Gospel of Jesus Christ is the light of the world. Joh 8:12 “Then
spake Jesus again unto them, saying, I am the light of the world: he that followeth me shall not walk in darkness, but
shall have the light of life.” 

With each broadcast of Moments in Bible Prophecy we are endeavoring to punch a hole in the darkness of this world.
The greatest gift you can give to the world is the light of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The greatest gift a man in darkness
can receive is the light of Jesus Christ. As you try to find the right gift for each person on your Christmas list, do not
forget the man whose birthday we are honoring on Christmas. Some people are easy to shop for. They make their wishes
known loud and clear. Here is what Jesus wants.  He wants his light to go into the entire world. Mar 16:15-16 “And he
said unto them, Go ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature.  (16)  He that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall be damned.” Send the light of the Gospel this year in honor of the birth of
the Lord Jesus Christ. It is a win, win gift. Every man who is touched by the light of the Gospel wins, if he will walk in
the light of it. Every man who plays a part in sending the light wins. And God will receive the glory!

Signs of the times - The biggest headlines dealing with issues that are connected to the “End Times” are the ones dealing
with the nation of Iran and their nuclear weapons program. It seems that the president of the United States Barak Obama
has been feeling generous during this Christmas season. He has decided to give Iran an early Christmas gift. He has with
slight of hand given Iran a backdoor secret deal, the Nuclear Bomb. He has not left Israel off of his Christmas list. He has
spared no expense went it comes to Israel, he has given her a nuclear war. In case you are feeling left out, I have good
news for you Mr. Obama’s gift will touch the whole world. In fact it seems to be setting the stage for a very costly horse
race at the “Apocalyptic Track!” It is not hard to imagine the “Four Horses of the Apocalypse” on the track, snorting
smoke out their noses, anxiously pawing the track with their hoofs.  

It is an eerie sight to behold the fourth horse, Rev 6:8 “And I looked, and behold a pale horse: and his name that sat on
him was Death, and Hell followed with him. And power was given unto them over the fourth part of the earth, to kill
with a sword, and with hunger, and with death, and with the beasts of the earth.” Death is riding that horse. It is as though
we are watching the President of the United States hand the nuclear sword to the hand of death. The only one who seems
happy about this ominous development is the hound of hell that follows death. The carnivorous beast knows a bloody
feast waits.  It is a tense time, horses prancing, rearing on their hind haunches, snorting the smoke of impending
judgement, restrained only by the hand of God. Their ears are perked, twitching, turning in every direction, listening for
the sound of the starter pistol, that will release their death race. Suddenly there crack of thunder as the Divine Judge of
the Universe breaks the sacred seal. 

 1Th 4:16-17 “For the Lord himself shall descend from heaven with a shout, with the voice of the archangel, and
with the trump of God: and the dead in Christ shall rise first:  (17)  Then we which are alive and remain shall be
caught up together with them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we ever be with the Lord.”

As the voice of thunder pierces the atmosphere as Jesus keeps his promise to those that are ready for his coming,  Rev
3:10 “Because thou hast kept the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which shall
come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth.”  The rapture of the church removes only those who are
ready. Mat 24:44 “Therefore be ye also ready: for in such an hour as ye think not the Son of man cometh.”  If the
departing Saints’ ears were not distracted by the glories of a heavenly host, he might hear a thunderous cry, “And they’re
off!” The pounding hoofs of judgement can be heard tearing up the apocalyptic track. If the Raptured church had been
equipped with a rearview mirror, this would be the scene they would behold as the earth gets smaller and smaller, 

Rev 6:12-14 “And I beheld when he had opened the sixth seal, and, lo, there was a great earthquake; and the sun
became black as sackcloth of hair, and the moon became as blood;  (13)  And the stars of heaven fell unto the
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earth, even as a fig tree casteth her untimely figs, when she is shaken of a mighty wind.  (14)  And the heaven
departed as a scroll when it is rolled together; and every mountain and island were moved out of their places.”

The headlines are screaming at us wake up, wake up! Mr Obama’s Iran deal is pushing us with great speed. Rom 13:11-
12 “And that, knowing the time, that now it is high time to awake out of sleep: for now is our salvation nearer than when
we believed.  (12)  The night is far spent, the day is at hand: let us therefore cast off the works of darkness, and let us put
on the armour of light.” Let us see what we can learn form today headlines.

Headline - Geneva Fallout: Iran Becomes A Nuclear Power While Israel Loses Trust In Obama

http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/November11/111.html#WDQExXrKGySv8lwV.99

“Israel’s most painful lesson from the two-day Geneva conference on Iran’s nuclear program is that the man who
guaranteed to defend Israel’s security, President Barack Obama, is now marching hand in hand with Tehran
towards a nuclear-armed Iran.”

“This is the reality behind the fuss and excitement surrounding the signing ceremony in Geneva Friday, Nov. 8, and the
slick words gushing forth to put a convincing face on the interim deal put together between Iran and the Six Powers
Thursday and Friday. President Obama broke the news to NBC Thursday night: “There is a possibility of a phased
agreement, the first part of which would stop Iran from further expanding its nuclear program.”

“Friday morning, when US Secretary of State John Kerry was heading for Geneva to join Iran’s Foreign Minister Javad
Zarif for the final signing stage, it was still unclear what Iran is willing to concede. This is because no one was ready to
admit exactly what the agreed “freeze” applied to and how far it is from “dismantlement.” Iran had in fact already
achieved all the makings of a nuclear bomb and was holding them in place ready for assembly. Uranium
enrichment will furthermore continue although at a low grade.”

“At any moment, Tehran may decide to assemble those components and produce a bomb and have the capacity to
do so before the US or Israel catch onto what is happening. The accord to be signed Friday elevates Iran
automatically to the rank of a nuclear power, which already holds Syria, Iraq and Lebanon under its sway. The radical
alliance binding Iran’s Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, Syria’s Bashar Assad and Hizballah’s Hassan Nasrallah has triumphed.
Israel fell down badly by trusting the Obama administration to break this axis up before it spreads more violence and
havoc across the region.”

 
“Before setting off for Geneva, Secretary Kerry warned Israel that the breakdown of talks with the Palestinians would
result in a third “intifada.” But he made no reference to the Iranian nuclear intifada now looming over Israel and the
entire Middle East.”

“Some time ago, the Saudis took what they saw as appropriate preemptive action. On Jan. 1, 2013, Crown Prince
Salman, deputy premier and defense minister, traveled to Islamabad and commissioned Pakistan to build nuclear
weapons for a multibillion fee. Those weapons were assembled in Pakistan and held ready for transfer to Saudi Arabia at
a moment’s notice. Last week, former Israeli Military Intelligence (AMAN) chief Amos Yadlin told a conference in
Sweden that if Iran got the bomb, “the Saudis will not wait one month. They have already paid for the bomb and will go
to Pakistan and bring back what they need.”

“Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu admitted he was stunned by the terms of the accord negotiated with Iran, calling it
a “monumental, historic mistake” and “Iran’s deal of the century.” Tehran has conceded nothing and receives limited
sanction’s relief, he said.”The interim agreement, said Netanyahu, buries the possibility of a peaceful final accord for
dismantling Iran's nuclear program once and for all.” End of Quote

Headline -  Newsmax - Iran Gets $4.2 Billion in Last Minute Deal on Nukes
November 23, 2013 By: Newsmax Wires

http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/Iran-nuclear-politics-Kerry/2013/11/23/id/538293  

“Iran will get access to $4.2 billion in foreign exchange as part of an agreement under which it will curb its nuclear
program in exchange for limited sanctions relief, a Western diplomat said on Sunday.” End of quote

Headline - Iran Announces Development of Ballistic Missile Technology -RGC leader: ‘We own this technology as
well’ BY: Adam Kredo November 27, 2013 

“A top Iranian military leader announced late Tuesday that Iran has developed “indigenous” ballistic missile technology,
which could eventually allow it to fire a nuclear payload over great distances. Brigadier General Hossein Salami, the
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lieutenant commander of Iran’s elite Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC), made the critical weapons
announcement just days after Iran and the West signed a deal aimed at curbing the country’s nuclear activities.”
 
Headline - Iranian simulation: Missiles on Ben Gurion

While Geneva talks make progress towards agreement, Iranian state television broadcast simulated missile attack on
Israel

An agreement between the United States and Iran over the latter's nuclear program seems imminent, but the charm
offensive in Geneva is not mirrored at home. In Tehran, the Iranian government sent a different message with a broadcast
on state television of a simulated missile attack on Israel.  End of Quote 

When we put all of the headlines together this is the scene that is unfolding.  President Obama is giving the Iranians the
key to the nuclear club. Iran can put together a weapon in quick fashion. She has the delivery system to deliver them to
Israel and perhaps even deliver them to the Untied States. Slick sounding lies are being told to make it look like this is an
effort to stop Iran from getting the bomb. It is all a lie. No one is trying to stop anything; in fact, we are helping Iran. She
now has much more cash to invest. She has access to important metals.

Here is a quote - The greatest danger to mankind today is that Muslims permit themselves to lie, even require
themselves to lie. http://ofthehighest.wordpress.com/2012/05/25/beware-islam-is-lying-to-you/

“In most communities lying is very deeply frowned upon and in a court of law is unacceptable. When a person in U.S.A.
takes the oath, “I swear to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so help me God” the oath means
exactly that, i.e., God does not lie, nor does He permit anyone to lie. Most of our laws are based upon the Judeo-Christian
belief that Satan (devil) “is the father of all lies,” and that “when he lies, he speaks his native language.” (John 8:44) It is
for this reason that lying in a court in Western societies is a very serious crime known as “perjury,” and if a person
violates his or her oath to speak the truth in a court of law, there are stiff penalties, including prison time.”

“ The Muslim’s opinion that it’s okay to lie comes from an expedient opportunistic perspective and is rooted in the
Qur’an and hadiths which Muslims claim to be their “holy books” and thus fall within the category of what is permissible
for Muslims under Islamic (Sharia) law. In other words what we in Western societies know to be unlawful and something
to be ashamed of, is claimed by Islam to be lawful and nothing to be ashamed of.  Obviously, there is a clash here and it
is not merely a clash of civilizations as Samuel Huntington wrote of in his book. It is, in fact, a spiritual clash between
the truth and the lie. Muslims say that speech is to accomplish objectives and that lying has its benefits. But we, having
been presented with that perspective, can easily argue that lying is selling your soul to the devil, that is if you believe that
the devil is evil.”  End of quote 

The article goes on to explain that Muslims are encouraged to lie if it will gain them an advantage. That helps us to
understand why President repeated over and over, “If you like your plan, you can keep it." It was a lie and he knew it was
a lie but it gave him a political advantage. So the lie is permissible. It is not about healthcare it is about enslaving the
nation with socialism. The Iran nuclear deal is a lie in the same vein.  It will give radical Islam the upper hand. It also
gives Mr. Obama leverage over Israel that he will use to force them into giving up half of their land in a foolish treaty.

Headline -   Bolton: Obama Pushed Iran Deal to Prevent Israeli Airstrike - 24 Nov 2013 01:30 PM -By Greg Richter 
http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/bolton-obama-iran-deal/2013/11/24/id/538352#ixzz2ldT7aFrz 

“The Obama administration feared an Israeli air strike on Iran more than it feared Iran building a nuclear weapon, and
that's why it pushed for a deal to reduce sanctions against Iran, former U.N. Ambassador John Bolton writes in The
Weekly Standard. "Buying time for its own sake makes sense in some negotiating contexts, but the sub silentio objective
here was to jerry-rig yet another argument to wield against Israel and its fateful decision whether or not to strike Iran,"
Bolton writes. "Obama, fearing that strike more than an Iranian nuclear weapon, clearly needed greater international
pressure on Jerusalem."

“Israel has repeatedly maintained that Iran's nuclear goal is to obliterate the Jewish state and has vowed to take action to
prevent that from happening.” End of Quote 

Headline - US Plans To Force Israel To Accept A Palestinian State With Jerusalem As The Capital 
http://www.prophecynewswatch.com/2013/November11/114.html#tdKuQDRMEdWBvZrP.99

If Israel and the Palestinians do not agree on a “two state solution” by the end of this year, the Obama administration
plans to propose its own solution and force it on the two sides in early 2014. For Obama, the goal is to have this
agreement in place in time to influence the November 2014 mid-term elections. Unfortunately for Israel, the Palestinians
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have absolutely no incentive to move off of their current demands because Obama has been promising them a Palestinian
state based on the pre-1967 borders with East Jerusalem as the capital since very early in his presidency. 

So the Palestinians have no motivation to negotiate in good faith since they already know that they are going to get what
they want in the end anyway. Ultimately, Obama plans to force Israel to give up the West Bank, East Jerusalem and
control over the Temple Mount in exchange for a “promise of peace” that is not even worth the paper that it will be
printed on.

Obama made the following statement about Israel earlier this year“Israel doesn’t know what its own best interests are.”

The Palestinians don’t plan to establish a real, lasting peace with Israel. In fact, according to one survey two-thirds of all
Palestinians believe that the eventual goal of the Palestinians must be “to get back all the land for a Palestinian state.”
End of quote 

This is the reason Obama is giving the bomb to Iran.  He is using it to leverage Israel into a false peace with the
Palestinians. He is backing Israel into a corner, when he gets them there an all out nuclear war will result. Israel will win
that war and there will be no more Palestinian people left in Israel. God has declared that He will get the glory from
Israel’s borders,  Mal 1:5 “And your eyes shall see, and ye shall say, The LORD will be magnified from the border of
Israel.” The world will shrink Israel’s borders and God will put them right back were he wants them. The world could
save a lot of time and blood shed by simply leaving Israel alone.  

Will Iran get the bomb?  The answer is yes, Iran will get the bomb and she will be destroyed by the bomb. Under Iran’s
ancient name Elam, God has pronounced Iran’s judgement. Be careful what you wish for, you just might get it. Jer 49:35-
37 “Thus saith the LORD of hosts; Behold, I will break the bow of Elam, the chief of their might.  (36)  And upon Elam
will I bring the four winds from the four quarters of heaven, and will scatter them toward all those winds; and there
shall be no nation whither the outcasts of Elam shall not come.  (37)  For I will cause Elam to be dismayed before their
enemies, and before them that seek their life: and I will bring evil upon them, even my fierce anger, saith the LORD; and
I will send the sword after them, till I have consumed (38)  And I will set my throne in Elam, and will destroy from
thence the king and the princes, saith the LORD.  (39)  But it shall come to pass in the latter days, that I will bring
again the captivity of Elam, saith the LORD.”

The Four Winds is a reference to what will happen under the Four horses of Revelation. War will break out that will slay
a forth of the earth. The four winds will bring the whirlwinds of nuclear war.  The closer we are to Iran having the bomb
and Israel being forced into a disastrous treaty, the closer we draw to that fateful day when the Four Horses of the
Apocalypse ride. The comfort of the believer is the promise that the Rapture of the Church must happen before the horses
can ride.

The Message of the Month - “Unthankful in Perilous Times,” Romans 1:21 - 22 & 2 Timothy 3:1-5. What makes one
time more dangerous than another? It is the people that make a time better or worse than another. When one reads 2nd

Timothy 3:1-5 it is not hard to imagine the personality of radical Islam. It brings danger and terror to the whole world.
These perilous times have come because our people are no longer thankful to God for all he has done. Because we did
not love the truth, a strong delusion is bringing us to a Perilous time.  I believe this message will touch your heart. It is
yours upon request.

Moments in Bible Prophecy - God continues to open more doors for the radio ministry. We are able to punch holes in
the dark places all over the world. One of our shortwave stations has purchased a new broadcasting facility. Its antennas
are much more powerful, reaching out to lands we have previously not been able to reach. 

We are continuing to develop our Internet ministry Momentin.US. You can listen to our daily programs on demand on
the radio page. If you have not visited the new website as yet, take the time to.

Moments in Bible Prophecy is a faith ministry. Each month as the bills for radio air time and Internet space come in, I
am dependent on God to speak to hearts who will enable me to pay them. I want to thank you for being one of those
hearts that hears the voice of God with a willing spirit. Thank you for helping me to punch a hole through the darkness. If
you have not been helping us, perhaps you would like to this month. You can give online at our website Momentin.Us or
mail a gift to our address. Make all checks payable to the Key West Church of God. Write radio in the memo.

Wishing you a Merry Christmas
Your Friend in Christ,

Raymond L Shockley

“MOMENTS IN BIBLE PROPHECY”


